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THE EFFECT OF INSURGENCY IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ADJUSTMENT OF THE MIZO

The present research “The Effects of Insurgency in the Psychological 

adjustment of the Mizo” was designed to explore how much psychological impact it 

had upon the Mizo and how did they respond and adjust to it. The participant, Mizo, 

who were selected for the present study experienced the Insurgency from the onset 

(1966) till the ‘Peace Accord’ was signed (1986) between the MNF and the 

Government of India.

On every 50 years famine used to occur in Mizoram which is known by the 

Mizo as “Mautam”. In 1959, the outbreak of “Mautam” famine in Mizo district 

caused hardship on the people. Those day (before India Independence, 1947) means 

of communication between the Mizo District and Assam State (which represent 

British India), was very weak, the only link road was Jeep road and that was very 

much seasonal. When the tremendous famine out broke, very often the Mizo Leader 

submitted their appeal of help to the Assam Government but in vain. That time, the 

Mizo District was newly annexed to the British India, and not yet fully circles their 

heart of accepting their annexation from losing their freedom in primitive society. 

Mizo people started suspicion about the Assam Government as consciously neglecting 

their starvation and suffering, purposefully giving horrific handling, and so on. As a 

result, a relief organization called “the Mizo National Famine Front” was formed in 

1960. The villagers gave credits to Ladenga, (the Leader of Mizo National Famine 

Front) and his band of volunteers for delivering foods to them. When the famine was 

over, in responding the feeling of local people, Laldenga converted the ‘Mizo 

National Famine Front’ into the ‘Mizo National Front’, and submitted a demand of 

sovereign state for creating a sovereign state of Greater Mizoram. The MNF wanted 

that Greater Mizoram should include the borderline territories of Tripura, Manipur 

and Cachar district of Assam (Lalthangliana, 2001; Lalnithanga, 2005). Moghaddam 

(February-March 2005) called “staircase to terrorism,” in that a person will become a 

terrorist because he or she experiences “injustice and the feelings of frustration and 

shame” on “the ground floor” (p. 162). If this situation does not change on higher 

floors, particularly on the fourth and fifth floors, this person will realize that terrorism 

is the only way to have a “democratic participation in addressing perceived justices”



Insurgency in Mizoram can be explained as a movement - a political effort 

with a specific aim, that MNF an armed uprising, or revolt against an established civil 

or political authority (Sheryington, 2005) continuously engaged in regular or guerrilla 

combat against the armed forces of the established regime, or conduct sabotage and 

harassment in the land in order to undermine the government's position for 20 years 

(1966 to 1986) till the historical Mizo Peace Accord was signed between India and 

MNF. To counter the insurgency and to restore peace, the Government of India sent 

in many Army battalions and Para-Military forces to Mizoram, most of which stayed 

on till after normalcy returned. Mizoram became a battleground for the MNF and the 

Indian Army and the sufferings of the innocent and the loyal citizens knew no bounds.

The combat between the MNF and the Indian Army used military tactics, such as 

ambushes, sabotage, raids, the element of surprise, and extraordinary mobility to 

harass a larger and less-mobile traditional army, or strike a vulnerable target, and 

withdraw almost immediately (Lalnithanga, 2005).

The impact of war are terrible, many may suffer immediate pain, horror, 

destruction and even death. Mental anguish during and after warfare should not be 

under estimated compared to more visible wounds. The invisible wounds may result 

from the combat itself, living in or near a combat zone, personal or simply exposure 

to war from afar as the member of a warring population, etc. Much psychological 

harm may be suffered by the civilian victims, for they have not been groomed by the 

expectation of military training to manage the stress, shock, and fright of violence and 

loss as soldiers have. And prepared or not the deep neural pressure to survive put on 

soldiers by their own chemical instincts when triggered by circumstances typically 

exceeds health with its repetition, constancy and force. Adrenaline which promotes 

survival in the short term fatigues and wears dangerously on people in the long term, 

as soldiers find. The stress of combat commonly produces psychotropic if not 

psychopathic effects (Barth, 2003).

Personal space (Katz, 1937) is a boundary regulation mechanism to achieve 

desired levels of personal and group privacy that regulates how individuals will 

interact with other member within or outside own culture. When optimal range of 

personal space is there, homeostasis is maintained, if not a variety of adverse response 

may occur but inappropriate distancing often has negative consequences.  Several 



studies suggest that maintaining inappropriate interpersonal distance is associated 

with considerable stress, lowering attraction, negative inferences and compensatory 

behaviour (Dabbs, 1971) if they are not liked culture (person). The invaded person 

will experience higher levels of physiological arousal than non invaded person (Evans 

& Howard, 1972), could lead to aggression (Ryden, Bossenmaier, & McLachlan, 

1991). Individual are willing to defend their territories from invasion by resorting to 

aggression as each individual have their own territory. 

Territoriality is asset of behaviours and cognitions a person or a group 

exhibits, based on perceived ownership of physical space (Altman and Chemers, 

1980) which important motives and needs for organism and includes occupying an 

area, establishing control over it, personalizing thoughts, beliefs, or feelings about it 

and in some cases defending it (Brown, 1987; Taylor, 1988). As the limited space of 

the Earth and natural resources were share by all creatures, the instinctive behaviour 

of human and animal mark off their turf to keep others out and respond with vocal 

warnings and bodily threat to invaders (Ardrey, 1966; that driven to defend their 

territorial claims, and conflicting over it. Protecting territoriality (Carpenter, 1958) 

among the species is depend on nature of selected functions as mating, food 

gathering, protecting food supply, shelter, rearing young, social status and social 

roles, leading to feeling of distinctiveness, privacy, and sense of identity; but human 

territoriality is rooted in survival needs, and also associated with higher order need 

(e.g self image recognition; Gold, 1982) as it has higher order of cognition than 

animal. Human territorial defend may be seen in the form of conflict between nations 

or the outsiders were greeted with aggression always.  Different types of behaviour 

were often engage to communicate territorial claim if could not preserved dispute 

aggression is more common (Ley & Cybriwsky, 1974) and the invader of the territory 

are counteract with verbal adjustment response like warning to leave, threatening him 

as well as physical ones like putting up a fence “no trespassing”. The Mizo had a 

historic control over their Mizoram, and the insurgency may an action of prevention 

of their personal space or territory from invader or who annexed Mizoram to British 

Empire (British India); and that anger remains in the inner feeling and just finds a 

time to act out violently their heightened anxiety as they knowledge about modern 

civilization or strength of Indian government was far off from their ability of 

understanding. Anxiety is an emotional state in which people feel uneasy, 



apprehensive, or fearful when they are invaded or constraint in their environment. 

Sources of anxiety which were perceived as unpredictable and uncontrollable events 

heightened anxiety reduce toleration, which are usually counted as threatening or 

dangerous. 

The casualties that occur during actual engagement with the enemy may 

present the traditional picture of battle fatigue (e.g., anxiety, fatigue, and conversion 

and dissociative syndromes), the majority of neuropsychiatric cases in low-intensity 

combat present a picture similar to those that occur among rear-echelon troops in 

wartime and among garrison troops during peacetime (venereal diseases, alcohol and 

drug abuse, and disciplinary problems, often related to personality disorders). It is not 

surprising then that various authors have called such casualties “guerrilla neurosis,” 

“garrison casualties,” “disorders of loneliness,” and “nostalgic casualties.” U.S. Army 

field manuals refer to them as “misconduct stress behaviors” (Jones, 1977). Jones 

(1985) found that anxiety and fear symptoms predominated in combat soldiers in 

Vietnam. In contrast, combat-support soldiers were more likely to present with what 

Jones referred to as “disorders of loneliness,” which may be the modern analog of the 

“nostalgia” of previous centuries.

Prolonged exposure to the stressor eventually leads to the depletion of 

adaptive resources, to the breakdown of resistance, and finally to a state of 

exhaustion. The progressive erosion of coping resources is apparent in the following 

description of soldiers suffering from old sergeant syndrome.

Post-traumatic stress disorders (PTSD) is an anxiety disorder that sometimes 

affects people who have survived life-threatening events, such as combat, violent 

crimes, terrorist attacks or natural catastrophes. Symptoms can be mild or severe and 

include nightmares, flashbacks, depression, anxiety, anger and extreme avoidance 

behavior. During a guerrilla war, combatants suffering from these adverse symptoms 

are naturally unable to function as they should and would probably be classified by 

Hans Binneveld as “psychologically wounded” (Binneveld, 1997).

Depressed people may be preoccupied with, or ruminate over, thoughts and 

feelings of worthlessness, inappropriate guilt or regret, helplessness, hopelessness, 

and self hatred. Other symptoms include poor concentration and memory, withdrawal 



from social situations and activities, reduced sex drive, and thoughts of death or 

suicide. Insomnia is common: in the typical pattern, a person wakes very early and is 

unable to get back to sleep. Hypersomnia, or oversleeping, is less common. Appetite 

often decreases, with resulting weight loss, although increased appetite and weight 

gain occasionally occur. The person may report multiple physical symptoms such as 

fatigue, headaches, or digestive problems; physical complaints are the most common 

presenting problem in developing countries according to the World Health 

Organization's criteria of depression. Severely disabled soldiers—those with 

amputations, severe thoracic or abdominal wounds, widespread burns, blindness, and 

brain or spinal cord injuries—generally cannot be returned to combat; thus early 

psychiatric treatment is often needed in long-term treatment centers to help the 

veteran adjust to the disability. 

Frustration is an emotional response to circumstances where one is obstructed 

from arriving at a personal goal and the sources of frustration may be internal or 

external. Frustration has been noted to be a motivational determinant (Armsel and 

Roussel, 1952), an inhibition (Brown and Farber, 1951), a primary motivational 

condition aroused by cessation of rewards, and emotionally oriented phenomena. It 

has four types of mechanisms, such as aggression, fixation, regression and 

resignation. Aggression has been defined as “an act whose goal response is injury to 

an organism” (Dollard et al, 1939), resulted in aggression may be inhibited by 

punishment and retaliation to the source. Aggression may be express in grudges, 

quarrelling, revenge, agitation, insurgency, terror to the predicted sources. Fixation

has been taken as a defence of anxiety by stopping the process of development 

(Symonds, 1946) by repeating the same behaviour and stopping development, not

producing any resistance to problem. Interest and emotional attitudes are attached to 

the earlier life style practices. It may occur due to trauma, frustration, over 

gratification. It weaken ego of a person and resulted lasting hurts, persistence of fears

(Chauhan and Tiwari, 1972).   Regression in Freudian terms means a return to an 

earlier mode of adjustment, lowering constructiveness (Barker Dembo, et al, 1941), 

represents a backward step in development, bashfulness, lacking of self control, 

escapist, excessively daydream, exorbitantly ambitious (Chauhan and Tiwari, 1972). 

Resignation is an emotionally tinge attitudes in response to frustrating situation which 

have been making efforts to alter. It may be no plans, no definite relation to the future 



(Zawadski and Lazaresfield, 1935). The present study tries to measure all types of 

indicated Frustration dynamics with hostile situation in Mizoram Insurgency. 

A variety of psychological responses in the dying patient will be encountered: 

denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance (Salmon and Fenton, 1929).

When distress (detrimental stress) develops and continues over a prolonged period, 

psycho-physiological disorders – previously called psycho somatic disorders – may 

develop. Indeed the prolonged or intense stress may damage bodily organs. Baum and 

his friends (1997) observed that illnesses ranging from coronary heart disease to 

gastro-intestinal disorders and even cancer may develop in such cases. They claimed 

that in a situation of stress the whole body reacts. Nearly all hormones, most muscle 

groups, the digestive as well as the immune systems are affected. Aside from the wear  

and tear  on the body that is generated by repeated or prolonged stress, other less 

desirable out comes may result . These may range from physiological dysfunctions to 

tissue damage or may even result in death. Furthermore, physiological stress, the 

increased body alertness that has been discussed here, may lead to psychological and 

emotional stress, inducing other cognitive and emotional experiences such as fear, 

depression, worry, sleeplessness, crying spells and frustration. Manifestations of 

chronic combat reaction include depression, paranoia, decreased tolerance for 

frustration, excessive complaining, and withdrawal from social interaction, sleep 

disturbances, weight loss, and abuse of alcohol and drugs. Dollard and others (1939), 

argued that ‘the occurrence of aggression presupposes frustration [...] Frustration 

produces instigations to a number of different types of responses, one of which is an 

instigation to some form of aggression’

Initially, both social and political changes occur in the person's home country, 

resulting in ever-increasing levels of political repression and persecution (Van der 

Veer, 1998). These may include limits to freedom of speech and movement within the 

country, as well as general intimidation by police, army, or paramilitary groups. The 

usual response is passive acceptance, even indifference, because they do not 

understand what is happening. Denial, suppression, and repression are the common 

social psychological defenses erected to dismiss the unclear situation from concern 

(Whitaker, 2000).



At some point, psychological defenses no longer work, as the political and so-

cial conditions worsen (Horowitz, 1998). The person witnesses friends and/or family 

members taken at night or even killed. Survivors have vividly described the 

psychological trauma of being arrested, being detained, and even being jailed for no 

substantive reason (Van der Veer, 1998). Both psychological and physical tortures are 

typically brought to bear on these individuals. Some undergo brutal forms of torture 

immediately; others experience a more selectively applied torture, not only to break 

their psychological feelings of well- being, but also to humiliate and degrade their 

personhood. The torture takes place in an environment where the victim is helpless 

and completely at the mercy of the torturers (Dahl, 1989). Thus, torture can be used to 

promote and carry out a systematic policy of intimidating and destabilizing an entire 

ethnic community or group. The physical torture procedures not only are premedi-

tated, but are creatively designed to produce the most pain and torment possible to the 

victim (Applegate, 1969)

Psychologists have found, aggression may be "displaced", directed not against 

what has truly provoked it, but against a substitute target. Thus, the man mistreated at 

work, may vent his anger, not against his boss, but against his wife, his kids, his dog. 

In the same way, a people essentially enraged by the dynamics of its own society, 

may have its aggression channelled against another society that has nothing to do with 

its own dilemma. In fact, this is a way that clever leaders, sitting on top of unjust 

systems which abuse their own people, have often diverted the aggression that could 

have produced rebellions against them, against innocent peoples and nations, instead.

For many survivors, the experience of combat fighting strikes a mortal blow to the 

self, evoking their own sense of personal loss. Family members are typically 

preoccupied with the nature of the injuries inflicted on the victim, the brutality of the 

killing, the types of weapons used, and the victim's suffering. Families may clamor 

for information about the identity of the murderers and any possible relationship to 

the victim they may have had (Ressler, Burgess, & Douglas, 1988). Any kind of 

combat fighting including murder, always involves a human perpetrator, and the 

greater the perceived intentionality and malevolence of the killing, the higher the 

distress is in the survivors (Carson & MacLeod, 1997).



Common psychophysiological disorders include appetite and sleep 

disturbances, gastrointestinal problems, cardiovascular disorders, decreased resistance 

to infectious disease, and increased anxiety and depression. A significant number of 

family members die within the first few years of any kind of violent criminal 

homicide (Schlosser, 1997). Study done by Msnbc.com about mental health on 

Soldiers suffer from stress after coming home found out  that almost a third of the 

more than 88,000 returning soldiers in the study had signs of depression, post-

traumatic stress disorder, conflicts in relationships or other problems after six months.

Among 131 Gulf War Veteran studied, Labbate, Cardeña, Dimitreva and  Roy, 

Engel (1998) found that 69% had axis I conditions. Major depression, undifferentiated 

somatoform and posttraumatic stress disorders were the most common diagnoses. 

Reports of traumatic events were associated with both posttraumatic stress disorder (p 

< 0.05) and somatoform diagnoses (p < 0.05). Veterans who handled dead bodies had 

a 3-fold risk of receiving a somatoform diagnosis (p < 0.05).The presence of PTSD, 

not the war veterans’ experience of combat in itself, are associated with greater 

hostility and increased physical violence against the female partner (Watson et al., 

1982). Research among military veterans has consistently shown that those with 

PTSD are higher in anger, hostility, aggression, general violence, and relationship 

violence and abuse than those without the disorder (e.g., Jordan et al., 1992). Studies 

of both children and adults following the Gulf War indicate that stress levels returned 

to normal shortly after the end of the war. A consistent finding is that people who 

experience more extreme stress will display more severe symptoms than those who 

experience less intense exposure or only a threat of violence. Therefore, civilians who 

directly experience or witness terrorist attacks, or who had a close friend or family 

member killed, will likely exhibit more extreme stress responses. And, for this subset 

of civilians, their reactions may be intense and long lasting.

As it can be seen from the previous studies done by many researchers their 

present certain level of anxiety, frustration, stress, depression among the combat 

soldiers as well as among the civilians in the zone. We have seen many books and 

articles about Mizoram insurgency, but. The present study attempts to determine the 

psychological impact of the Insurgency among the generation experiencing the 



episode in Mizoram, the  impact it had made on the inside of all the individuals have 

not been done till now and select it for academic new venture.

In view of the foregoing theoretical background, the present study is design to 

meet the following objectives:

1. To evaluate the anxiety and depression level of the insurgents 

(volunteers) for comparison with civil (non-volunteers) 

participants. 

2. To compare the frustration of the insurgents (volunteers) for 

comparison with civil (non-volunteers) participants.

3. To evaluate the coping styles of the insurgents (volunteers) for 

comparison with civil (non-volunteers) participants.

4. To evaluate the anxiety and depression level of the insurgents 

(volunteers) and civil (non-volunteers) for comparison on the 

‘suffering’ in the family variable (fatal and non-fatal).

5. To compare the frustration of the insurgents (volunteers) and 

civil (non-volunteers) for comparison on the ‘suffering’ in the 

family variable (fatal and non-fatal).

6. To evaluate the coping styles of the insurgents (volunteers) and 

civil (non-volunteers) comparison on the ‘suffering’ in the 

family variable (fatal and non-fatal).

The followings are the theoretical expectations set forth for the conduct of the 

present study (Hypotheses):

1. Insurgents (volunteers) may exhibit greater anxiety scores than 

civilians (non-volunteers).

2. Insurgents (volunteers) may exhibit greater depression scores than 

civilians (non-volunteers).



3. Insurgents (volunteers) may exhibit greater mean score on frustration 

measures than civilians (non-volunteers).

4. Insurgents (volunteers) are expected to manifest either or both of task 

and emotion oriented coping styles, while civilians (non-

volunteers).are expected to manifest avoidance oriented coping styles.

5. Bereaved insurgents and civil (Fatal) may exhibit greater anxiety 

scores than non-bereaved insurgents and civilians (Non-Fatal) 

counterparts.

6. Bereaved insurgents and civil (Fatal) may exhibit greater depression 

scores than non-bereaved insurgents and civilians (Non-Fatal) 

counterparts.

7. Bereaved insurgents and civilians (Fatal) may exhibit greater mean 

score on frustration measures than non-bereaved insurgents and 

civilians (Non-Fatal).

8. Bereaved insurgents and civilians (Fatal) are expected to manifest 

emotion oriented coping styles, while the non-bereaved insurgents and 

civilians (Non-Fatal) are expected to manifest avoidance oriented 

coping styles.

The analysis of the ‘Insurgents x Civilians’ interaction effect is exploratory in 

nature, but is expected in conformity of the foregoing hypotheses.

Methods and procedure.

The study was designed to determine the effect of ‘Volunteer (‘Volunteer’ as 

who joined the MNF personally, and ‘Non Volunteer’ as who had not joined MNF 

during Mizoram insurgency) and ‘Fatal’ (‘Fatal as who experienced fatal episode 

personally and with the family member, and ‘Non Fatal’ as who did not have 

experienced fatal episode personally and with the family member) due to insurgency 

in Mizoram on the behavioural measures. 



Sample: 200 participants between 50 to 70 years of age who had experienced the 

‘Insurgency in Mizoram’ were selected from different part of Mizoram affected by the 

MNF movement, with due care of extraneous variables to identify true representation

and purposive random sampling technique was adopted in the subject selection with 

equal proportion of participants under each cell of the design (n=50) for the ‘2x2’ 

factorial designs. ‘Gender’ was not included in the design, as very few members of 

female volunteers could be recognized, but the background information of the  

subjects like – birth order, educational qualification, employment status, family 

structures (joint or Nuclear),  size of family, monthly income, space facilities 

available for each number was recorded for consideration. The ‘Volunteer’ with 

consideration of ‘Suffering’ and ‘Non-suffering’ were selected from the list of Ex-

MNF (PAMRA and MNA – Association on Hnam Run, Office of the MNF Party 

Headquarters.). Following the same procedure of the sample selection, the ‘Non-

volunteer’ were selected from the list of the members of Mizoram Elder Association 

(MUP). ‘Gender’ was not included in the design as very few members of female 

volunteers could be identified. 

Psychological tools: The data collection incorporated the aid of questionnaires 

tapping 4 psychological constructs namely - anxiety, depression, frustration, and 

coping styles shall be recorded maintaining anonymity of the participants. The details 

of the psychological measures are summarily described to make lucid the behavioral 

gamut’s that are investigated across samples of the study.

1) Symptom Questionnaire (SQ; Kellner, 1987): The Symptom Questionnaire (SQ) 

is a yes/no questionnaire with brief and simple items. It contains state scales of 

depression, anxiety, anger-hostility, and somatic symptoms. The psychometric 

properties of the SQ are somewhat different from those of similar scales. The 

psychological measure consists of 92 items with four sub-scales of anxiety, 

depression, somatic concern and anger-hostility; each sub-scale has 17 items tapping 

the symptom and 6 well-being items. Bi-polar response choice of 1 (one) for each 

symptom with 0 (zero) representing its absence leads the maximum possible score for 

each sub scale is 17 (Seventeen)   and each well-being sub scale is 6 (Six). A higher 

score indicates more distress than a lower score.



2) Frustration Test (Chauhan & Tiwari, 1972): This test consists of 40 items out of 

which each four modes- Regression, fixation, resignation and aggression of 

frustration has 10 items each.  Each item having six possible response choice with 0 

(zero) representing absence of the corresponding mode of frustration and the intensity 

to be indicated from 1-very less, 2-less, 3-ordinary, 4-much and 5-very much. The 

higher scores indicated higher frustration potential, employed to identify the effects of 

frustration upon the quality of the person’s behaviour as a whole.

3)  Coping Inventory for stressful situation (CISS, Endler & Parker, 1999): The 

Adult version of CISS which is consisting of 48 items is a self report measure of 

coping styles. It has tree sub scales Sixteen items assess task oriented, sixteen items 

assess emotion oriented coping, and sixteen items assess avoidance oriented coping.

There are two sub-scales in avoidance oriented scales: distraction and social diversion 

coping styles. Subject rate each items on a 5 points scale ranging from ‘not at all’ (1) 

to very much (5). 

4) Demographic Profiles includes subject’s name, father name, age, monthly in 

come of the family, joining age of MNF, duration of serve, nature of suffering,  and so 

on which will supplement and also cross validation 

Procedure: The selected psychological measures: a) Symptom Questionnaire (SQ; 

Kellner, 1987), b) Frustration Test (FT; Chauhan & Tiwari, 1972) and Coping 

Inventory for Stressful Situations (CISS; Endler & Parker, 1999) were originally 

English, which are translated in to Mizo language as the participants mostly speak in 

Mizo and then back to English language to confirm the reliability of the translated 

scale. The original and translated psychological tests were compared by three 

language experts who were both well verse with English and Mizo, they accepted as 

not losing the originality. Through pilot study the translated scales are confirmed to be 

reliable and were found reliable (.83) for the present study. Firstly, the researcher 

procured participant’s consent, then, asked the subjects to fill up the demographic 

profile then only administered to the participants. The selected participants were 

carefully given instructions that are required for the conduction of the psychological 

measurement and request them to complete the questionnaires in a retroactive manner, 

as they happened during the insurgency. The participants were given assurance that 

confidentiality and anonymity of the subjects should be maintained with that security 



they should not hesitate to give free and unbiased information. The participants were 

both tested under individual and group condition in the presence of the researcher. 

After completion of the test, the researcher carefully checks the response sheets. From 

the data collected the researcher carefully checks the response sheets and rejected 

those that are incomplete and those that were highly differed from other participants. 

Finally, after screening the responses of large participants 200 participants were 

selected for further analyses. 

Design of the Study: The study incorporated two-way classification of variables: the 

independent variables are the ‘Volunteer’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer) and ‘Fatal’ 

(Fatal and Non Fatal), while the dependent variables are the psychological measures 

of anxiety, depression, frustration and coping styles. Thus, a 2 x 2 Factorial designs, 2 

Volunteer (Volunteer and 1non-volunteer) and 2 Fatal (Fatal and Non-fatal) was 

imposed on the dependent measures with the participants equated and matched for the 

demographic variables.

Statistical Analyses: Keeping in view of the problems of the study, the 

methodological refinements were done in a step-wise manner. Firstly, the 

preliminary psychometric analyses of the behavioural measures on the sampled 

equated and/or matched on the demographic variables included the statistical analyses 

of psychometric adequacy including: item-total coefficient of correlation, Cronbach 

alpha and split-half reliability coefficient and inter-scale relationships as the 

psychological of their proven psychometric adequacy cannot be assumed to carry 

their psychometric properties when transported and applied in any other cultural 

setting.

The analyses of the preliminary psychometric analyses subscribes to the 

admonition of researchers in culture specific and cross-cultural studies: that scale 

constructed and validated for measurement of theoretical construct in a given 

population when taken to another cultural milieu may not be treated as reliable and 

valid unless specific checks are made (Eysenck, & Eysenck, 1983; Witkin, et al., 1975); 

and that cultural researches employing the derived-etic approach assume that each 

group that occupies an ecological niche is equivalent to that of the other and the study is 

free of systematic bias (Pootinga, 1989). Secondly, 2 x 2 factorial design (2 Volunteer 

x 2 Fatal) with appropriate Post-hoc mean comparison was employed to highlight the 



independent and interaction effects of the independent variables on the dependent 

measures. The analyses incorporated preliminary check of the assumptions underlying 

the analysis of variance. 

Thirdly, Multiple regression analyses were employed for the prediction of the 

psychological symptoms from the other behavioural measures for clarity and 

precision.

Results

The responses of the subjects were computerized and analyzed employing 

statistical software by following the objectives set forth for this study were presented 

in the following.

Psychometric Properties of the Behavioural Measures

Psychometric analyses of the behavioural measures included the analysis of (i) 

item-total coefficient of correlation (as an index of internal consistency and item 

validity) was ascertained for the scales/subscales of the behavioural measures with the 

criterion of items showing item-total coefficient of correlation ≥.01 for the whole 

sample to be retained for further analysis, (ii) Reliability coefficients (Cronbach 

alphas & Split-half )of the specific subscales, (iii) inter-scale relationships (in the 

instances where there were two or more sub-scales/ sub-factors). Following the broad 

format of analysis, the psychometric properties of the four classes of behaviour 

measures of (i) anxiety, (ii) depression, (iii) frustration and (iv) coping styles were 

analyzed by employing PASW Statistics (2009), Statistica 8.0 (2008) and Microsoft 

Office Excel 2007.

The preliminary psychometric analyses over the level of analyses for each of 

the specific items and scales/subscales are determined with the objectives to ensure 

further statistical analyses, and the results are presented in Table - 1 to Table - 4. 

Results (Tables - 1 to 4) show the means, standard deviations, skewness and kurtosis 

of the scales/subscales of the behavioural measures of Coping Inventory for Stressful 

Situations (CISS; Endler & Parker, 1999), Symptom Questionnaire (SQ; Kellner 

1987) and Frustration Test (FT; Chauhan & Tiwari, 1972). The reliability coefficient 

(Cronbach Alpha and Spearman Brown coefficient) of the scales/subscales of the 



behavioural measures of Coping Inventory for Stressful Situations (CISS; Endler & 

Parker, 1999), Symptom Questionnaire (SQ; Kellner 1987) and Frustration Test (FT; 

Chauhan & Tiwari, 1972) with reliability ranging from .51 - .86 of alpha reliability 

and .57 - .85 for Spearman Brown coefficients (Table - 5.2).

The reliability coefficients emerged to be strong indicating the dependability 

of the test scales for measurement purposes in the project population (Mizo). In sum, 

the Item-Total coefficient correlation, the reliability coefficients (Cronbach alpha and 

Spearman Brown Coefficient), and the Inter-scales/subscales of Coping inventory for 

stressful situation (CISS), Symptoms Questionnaire (SQ) and Frustration test (FT) are 

conforming to the findings reported in literature ( Kelnner, 1987; Endler & Parker, 

1999; Chauhan & Tiwari, 1972; Varte, 2005).

Relationship of the Behavioural Measures

The bivariate relationships between the scales/subscales of the behavioural 

measures were computed (Table – 5.2) and it indicated the relationships among the 

scales/subscales of the behavioural measures accounting for ‘Volunteer’ ( Volunteer, 

who joined the MNF personally and Non Volunteer, who does not joined the MNF 

personally during the insurgency in Mizoram ), along with the ‘Fatal’ (Fatal are those 

who experienced fatal episode, and Non Fatal, who did not have experienced fatal 

episode personally. 

The results on Table 5.2 revealed that there are more significant positive 

relationship than significant negative relationship amongst the scales/subscales of the 

behavioural measures. As shown on the table, the Task oriented coping {CISS (T)} 

shows significant positive relationships with Emotion oriented coping {CISS (E)}, 

Anxiety, Depression, Anger-Hostility {SQ (A,D&AH)} and Regression, Fixation, 

Aggression {FT (RG,FX,AG)}; it also shows significant negative relationships with 

Avoidance oriented coping {CISS (A)}, Somatic concern {SQ (SC)} and Resignation 

(FT (RSG)}. The Emotion oriented coping {CISS (E)} scale shows significant 

positive relationship with Task oriented coping {CISS (T)}, Anxiety, Depression and 

Anger-Hostility{SQ (A,D&AH}, Regression, Fixation and Aggression {FT (RG, FX 

& AG)}; it also shows significant negative relationship with Avoidance oriented 

coping {CISS (A)}, Somatic concern {SQ (SC)} and Resignation {FT (RSG)}. The 



Avoidance oriented coping {CISS (A)} scale shows significant positive relationship 

with Somatic concern {SQ (SC)} and Resignation {FT (RSG)}; it also shows 

significant negative relationship with Task oriented coping, Emotion oriented coping 

{CISS (T&E)}, Anxiety, Depression and Anger-Hostility {SQ (A, D & AH)} and 

Regression, Fixation and Aggression {FT (RG ,FX &  AG)}.

It is also seen that there are significant positive relationship between Anxiety 

{SQ (A)} scale and Task and Emotion oriented coping {CISS (T&E)}, Depression, 

Anger-Hostility {SQ (D, AH)}, Reggression, Fixation and Aggression {FT (RG, FX 

& AG)}, the Anxiety {SQ (A)} scale also shows significant negative relationship with 

Avoidance {CISS (A)}, Somatic concern {SQ (SC)} and Resignation {FT (RSG)}. 

Depression {SQ (D)} shows significant positive relationship with Task and Emotion 

oriented coping {CISS (T & E)}, Anxiety and Anger-Hostility {SQ (A & AH)}, 

Regression, Fixation and Aggression {FT (RG, FX & AG)}; and shows significant 

negative relationship with Avoidance {CISS (A)}, Somatic Concern {SQ (SC)} and 

Resignation {FT (RSG)}. Somatic concern {SQ (SC)} shows significant positive 

relationship with Avoidance {CISS (A)} and Resignation {FT (RSG)}; it also shows 

significant negative relationship with Task and Emotion oriented coping {CISS (T & 

E)}, Anxiety, Depression and Anger-Hostility {SQ (A, D & AH)}, Regression, 

Fixation and Aggression {FT (RG, FX & AG)}. The significant positive relationship 

between Anger-Hostility {SQ (AH)} and Task and Emotional oriented coping {CISS 

(T & E)}, Anxiety, Depression {SQ (A & D)}, Regression, Fixation and Aggression 

{FT (RG, FX & AG)}; it also shows significant negative relationship with Avoidance 

{CISS (A)}, Somatic concern {SQ (SC)} and Resignation {FT (RSG)}.

Most mood disorders present as a combination of anxiety and depression. 

Surveys show that 60-70% of those with depression also have anxiety. And half of 

those with chronic anxiety also have clinically significant symptoms of depression.  

(Hara Estroff Marano, 2003). Anxiety and depression share an avoidant coping style. 

Sufferers avoid what they fear instead of developing the skills to handle the kinds of 

situations that make them uncomfortable. Often enough a lack of social skills is at the 

root.

The result (Table – 5.2) also indicated a significant positive relationship 

between Regression with Task and Emotion oriented coping {CISS (T & E)}, 



Anxiety, Depression, Anger-Hostility {SQ (A, D & AH)}, Fixation and Aggression 

{FT (FX & AG)}; it also shows significant negative relationship with Avoidance 

{CISS (A)}, Somatic Concern {SQ (SC)} and Resignation {FT (RSG)}. The Fixation 

{FT (FX)} measure shows a significant positive relationship with Task and Emotional 

oriented coping {CISS (T & E)}, Anxiety, Depression, Anger-Hostility {SQ (A, D & 

AH)}, Regression and Aggression {FT (RG & AG)}; also shows significant negative 

relationship with Avoidance {CISS (A)}, Somatic concern {SQ (SC)} and 

Resignation {FT (RSG)}. The Resignation {FT (RSG)} measure shows significant 

positive relationship with Avoidance {CISS (A)} and Somatic Concern {SQ (SC)}; it 

also shows significant negative relationship with Task and Emotion oriented coping 

{CISS (T & E)}, Anxiety, Depression, Anger-Hostility {SQ (A, D &AH)}, 

Regression, Fixation and Aggression {FT (RG, FX & AG)}. The Aggression {FT 

(AG)} measure shows significant positive relationship with Task and Emotion 

oriented coping {CISS (T & E)}, Anxiety, Depression, Anger-Hostility {SQ (A, D & 

AH)}, Regression and Fixation {FT (RG & FX)}; it also shows significant negative 

relationship with Avoidance {CISS (A)}, Somatic concern {SQ (SC)} and 

Resignation {FT (RSG)}.

Avoidant coping appears the most maladaptive as it is associated with 

increased distress. (Ben-Zur, 1999; Wijndaele et al., 2007).The results regarding 

emotion-focused coping are more complex as this coping style has been associated 

with both increased and decreased levels of psychological distress (Network of 

Relationships Inventory; Ben-Zur, 1999; Wijndaele et al., 2007).

Emotion-focused coping incorporates a number of diverse coping styles that 

have been shown to be both adaptive and maladaptive (Penland, 2000; Crockett, 

2007). In general, the coping strategies that focus on negative emotions and thoughts 

appear to increase psychological distress (e.g. venting of emotions and rumination), 

whereas coping strategies that regulate emotion (e.g. seeking social support, affect 

regulation and acceptance) appear to reduce distress.

Task oriented coping {CISS (T)}, Emotion oriented coping {CISS (E)}, 

Anxiety {SQ (A)}, Depression {SQ (D)}, Anger-Hostility {SQ (AH)}, Regression 

{FT (RG)}, Fixation {FT (FX)} and Aggression { FT (AG)} measures indicated 

significant positive relationship with each other and they all shows significant 



negative relationship with Avoidance {CISS (A)}, Somatic concern {SQ (SC)} and 

Resignation {FT (RSG)}. The reverse is observed with the Avoidance {CISS (A)}, 

Somatic concern {SQ (SC)} and Resignation {FT (RSG)}, which shows significant 

positive relationship with each other and significant negative relationship with Task 

oriented coping {CISS (T)}, Emotion oriented coping {CISS (E)}, Anxiety {SQ (A)}, 

Depression {SQ (D)}, Anger-Hostility {SQ (AH)}, Regression {FT (RG)}, Fixation 

{FT (FX)} and Aggression { FT (AG)}.    

The mean and standard deviation values for ‘Volunteer’ and ‘Fatal’ on the 

behavioural measures are shown in Tables - 1 to 4. The predictive validity of the test 

scores was estimated by embedding the independent and interaction effects of 

‘Volunteer x Fatal’ on the test scores. 

Univariate analysis of variance was used for analyzing data on a single 

variable at a time. The Table - 6   ‘Tests of Between-Subjects Effects’ revealed: one 

about the main effect of Volunteer, one about the main effect of Fatal, and one about 

the Volunteer-by-Fatal interaction for different behavioural measures. It is always 

wise to first look at possible interaction effect, since it does not make sense to talk 

about main effects if there is significant interaction between the factors.

In the results (Table - 6) indicated Sig. = .063 on CISS (T), Sig.= .813 on CISS 

(E), Sig.= .216 on CISS (A), Sig.= .332 on SQ (A), Sig.= .229 on SQ (D), Sig.= .707 

on SQ (SC), Sig.= .122 on SQ (AH), Sig.= .051 on FT (RSG), this validate the null 

hypotheses that there is no interaction between the two variables ‘Volunteer & Fatal). 

The effect of Volunteer/Non Volunteer, Fatal/Non fatal seem to be different for 

different behavioural measures. The results also indicated Sig.= .020 on FT (RG), 

Sig.= .026 on FT (FX), Sig.= .011 on FT (AG) which indicated there exist interaction 

between the two variables in these three behavioural measures. Significant interaction 

means the effect is not different for the ‘Volunteer and Fatal’.

The F statistic for the test of between-subjects effects on dependent variables 

{CISS (T), (E), (A); SQ (A), (D), (SC), (AH); FT (RG), (FX), (RSG), (AG)} revealed 

significant difference among the score. This makes sense to test hypotheses. They are 

further look into in the following analyses.



The 2 x 2 ANOVA was employed to highlight the effects of the independent 

variables (2 Volunteer x 2 Fatal) on the dependent measures. The 2 x 2 ANOVA {2 

Volunteer (Volunteer & Non Volunteer) x 2 Fatal (Fatal x Non Fatal)} test scores of 

Coping Inventory for Stressful Situation (CISS), Symptom Questionnaire (SQ) and 

Frustration Test (FT) with Levene’s Test of Equality of error Variances for each 

scales are shown in Tables - 7.1 and 7.2, Tables - 9.1 and 9.2 and Tables - 11.1 and 

11.2. The result (Table - 7.1) revealed that there are significant differences among the 

scores on Task oriented coping style {CISS (T)}, Emotion oriented coping style 

{CISS (E)} and Avoidance oriented coping style {CISS (A) scores. 

The 2x2 ANOVA {2 Volunteer (Volunteer & Non Volunteer) x 2 Fatal (Fatal 

x Non Fatal)} in Coping styles indicated that there is significant differences among 

the scores on Task oriented coping style, Emotion oriented coping style and 

Avoidance oriented coping style. The results (Table - 7.2) further revealed that the 

effect-size of the ‘Volunteer’ (64%) on Task oriented coping styles is more than the 

effect-size of the ‘Fatal’ (39%) on Task oriented coping styles. On Emotional oriented 

coping style the ‘Volunteer’ shows the effect size of 63% while the ‘Fatal shows 44% 

effect size. The effect size of the ‘Volunteer’ on Avoidance oriented coping style is 

73% and the ‘Fatal’ is 47%.

The Levene’s test results on Table - 7.2 shows non-significance on all the 

scales that indicated that there is a difference between the variances (heterogeneous 

variance) in the coping styles (CISS).  

Table - 8.1 to Table - 8.3 shows Post-hoc comparisons, Scheffe test was 

employed for Post-hoc multiple mean comparisons on Coping Inventory for Stressful 

Situations. The result indicated significant effects among the groups. Figure - 5.1 to 

5.3 shows interaction effects of ‘Volunteer/Non Volunteer and Fatal/Non Fatal’ on 

Coping measures.

The Line graph in Figure -5.1 shows that Volunteer, both Fatal and Non Fatal 

score higher in Task oriented coping style (i.e. x̄=60.30 & x̄=55.36) than Non 

Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. x̄=51.46 & x̄=44.58) and it also indicated higher 

scores by the Fatal (Volunteer & Non Volunteer) than Non Fatal (Volunteer & Non 



Volunteer). Figure -5.2 shows Line graph of means of ‘Volunteer/Non Volunteer & 

Fatal/Non Fatal’ interaction effects on Emotion oriented coping {CISS (E)}, which 

revealed that Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) scores higher (i.e. x̄=50.58 & x̄=43.58) 

than Non Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. x̄=40.36 & x̄=33.62). The result also 

portrait that Emotion oriented coping style was more prevalent among Fatal 

participants than Non Fatal participants. The Line graph on Figure -5.3 shows that 

Non Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) has higher scores (i.e. x̄=60.36 & x̄=67.38) than 

Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. x̄=46.08 & x̄=54.54) on Avoidance oriented 

coping style. It also can be seen that the Non Fatal participants, both Volunteer and 

Non Volunteer scores higher Avoidance oriented coping style than Fatal participants.

Table - 9.1 shows 2 x 2 ANOVA {2 Volunteer (Volunteer & Non Volunteer) x 

2 Fatal (Fatal x Non Fatal)} of Frustration test. The table revealed that there are 

significant differences among the scores in Regression, Fixation, Resignation and 

Aggression {FT (RG, FX, RSG & AG)}. In Table 9.1, the effect-size on Frustration 

Test indicated that on Regression the ‘Volunteer’ shows 66% and ‘Fatal’ shows 39%, 

on Fixation the ‘Volunteer’ shows effect-size of 66% and ‘Fatal’ shows 38%. The 

‘Volunteer’ effect-size on Resignation is 74% and the ‘Fatal’ effect-size is 42%. On 

Aggression, the ‘Volunteer’ shows the effect-size of 55% while the ‘Fatal’ shows 

29%.

The Levene’s Test the scales of Frustration-Resignation and Frustration-

Aggression indicated significant effect (Table 9.2), and other two measures (i.e. 

Regression and Fixation) in Frustration Test prove heterogeneity of variances. But 

since these two measures falls under the normal skewness and kurtosis (Tables - 1, 2, 

3 & 4) the two measure are considered to be heterogeneous and in support of the 

ANOVA. 

The Post-hoc multiple mean comparisons employing Scheffe test was done 

sequentially on Frustration test measures, which revealed significant effects between 

all the groups on. Table - 10.1 to Table -10.4 and Figures - 6.1 to 6 .4 shows 

interaction effects of ‘Volunteer/Non Volunteer and Fatal/Non Fatal’ on Frustration 

measures.



Figure -6.1 shows Frustration-Regression graph comparisons for the 

participants, the graph stated that Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) scores higher (i.e. 

x̄=33.16 & x̄=29.76) than Non Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. x ̄=26.46 & 

x ̄=21.26). The Fatal participant’s scores higher than the Non Fatal participants for 

both Volunteer and Non Volunteer. The Volunteer Fatal scores highest than the rest of 

the participants.

The Line graph in Figure - 6.2 shows that Volunteer, both Fatal and 

Non Fatal score higher in Frustration-Fixation measure (i.e. x̄=33.16 & x̄ 29.76) than 

Non Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. x� 26.51 & x�=21.41) and it also indicated 

higher scores by the Fatal (Volunteer & Non Volunteer) than Non Fatal (Volunteer & 

Non Volunteer). Figure - 6.3 shows the result of Frustration-Resignation, which 

revealed that Non Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) scores much higher (i.e. x� 43.18 

& x�=47.48) than Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. x� 32.06 & x� 38.06), and 

Non Fatal are higher on Frustration-Resignation than Fatal. The Line graph on Figure 

- 6.4 shows that Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) has higher scores (i.e. x� 37.88 & 

x�=31.28) than Non Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. x� 27.62 & x�=23.92) on 

Frustration- Aggression. It also can be seen that the Fatal participants, both Volunteer 

and Non Volunteer scores higher on Frustration-Aggression than Non Fatal 

participants.

Table - 11.1 shows 2 x 2 ANOVA {2 Volunteer (Volunteer & Non Volunteer) 

x 2 Fatal (Fatal x Non Fatal)} of Symptom Questionnaire. The table revealed that 

there are significant differences among the scores on Anxiety, Depression, Somatic 

Concern and Anger-Hostility {SQ (A, D, SC & AH)}. In Table - 11.1, the effect-size 

on Symptom Questionnaire indicated that on Anxiety the ‘Volunteer’ shows 65% and 

‘Fatal’ shows 8%, on Depression the ‘Volunteer’ shows effect-size of 73% and ‘Fatal’ 

shows 40%. The ‘Volunteer’ effect-size on Somatic Concern is 80% and the ‘Fatal’ 

effect-size is 48%. On Anger-Hostility, the ‘Volunteer’ shows the effect-size of 77% 

while the ‘Fatal’ shows 54%.

To indicate there is a difference between the variances as assumed by the 2 x 2 

ANOVA Levene’s test was applied. Levene’s test is a Homogeneity test, it show 

homogeneity of variance for each dependent variable. Table - 11.2 shows non-



significant results on all the scale except for Anger-Hostility measures, but on looking 

at the skewness and kurtosis on the descriptive statistics of Symptoms Questionnaire, 

measures indicated a normal skewness and kurtosis (Table 1, 2, 3 & 4), which further 

indicated that there is a difference between the variances (heterogeneous variance) as 

assumed by the 2 x 2 ANOVA.

The Post-hoc multiple mean comparisons employing Scheffe test was done 

sequentially on the Symptom Questionnaire measures, which revealed significant 

effects among the groups. Table - 12.1 to Table - 12.4 and Figure -7.1 to 7.4 shows 

interaction effects of  ‘Volunteer/Non Volunteer and Fatal/Non Fatal’ on different 

measures.

The Line graph in Figure - 7.1 shows that Volunteer, both Fatal and Non Fatal 

score higher in Anxiety measure (i.e. x� 19.54 & x� 16.80) than Non Volunteer 

(Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. x� 13.92 & x�=11-72) and it also indicated higher scores 

by the Fatal (Volunteer & Non Volunteer) than Non Fatal (Volunteer & Non 

Volunteer). Figure -7 .2 shows the result of Depression, which revealed that 

Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) scores much higher (i.e. x� 18.80 & x� 15.62) than 

Non Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. x� 12.68 & x� 10.10), and Fatal are higher 

on Depression than Non Fatal. The Line graph on Figure 3.3 shows that Non 

Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) has higher scores (i.e. x� 15.70 & x�=18.66) than 

Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. x� 9.82 & x�=12.62) on somatic concern. It also 

can be seen that the Non Fatal participants, both Volunteer and Non Volunteer scores 

higher on Somatic concern than Fatal participants. 

The Line graph on Figure -7.4 shows scores difference in the Anger-Hostility 

measure, where the Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) scores much higher (i.e. M =19.08 

& M =15.90) than the Non Volunteer (Fatal & Non Fatal) (i.e. M=13.50 & M =9.60). 

And Fatal (Volunteer & Non Volunteer) scores higher than Non Fatal (Volunteer & 

Non Volunteer participants. 

Bar graph comparison of means for significant ‘Volunteer/Non Volunteer’ and 

‘Fatal/Non Fatal’ in different behavioural measures are presented in Figure -8 .1, 

Figure -8.2 and Figure - 8.3.



In Figure -8.1, Non Volunteer-Non Fatal depicted highest scores on 

Avoidance oriented coping followed by Non Volunteer-Fatal then comes Volunteer-

Non Fatal and Volunteer-Fatal as such.  The reverse is depicted for Task oriented as 

well as Emotion oriented coping style where Volunteer-Fatal scores highest followed 

by Volunteer-Non Fatal then Non Volunteer-Fatal and Non Volunteer-Non Fatal.

In Figure -8.2, it can be seen that Volunteer-Fatal scores highest on the 

measures of Anxiety, Depression and Anger-Hostility and Non Volunteer-Non Fatal 

score highest on the measure of Somatic Concern. Same is the case in Figure -5.3 

where volunteer-Fatal scores the highest on Regression, Fixation and Aggression 

where Non Volunteer-Non Fatal scores highest on Resignation.

Prediction of the Symptoms of Psychopathology from Frustration test and Coping 

styles: 

For prediction of the symptoms of psychopathology from the behavioural 

measures of Frustration and coping orientation Multiple regression analyses was 

employed which attempted to determine the antecedents and the consequences 

relationship among the behavioural measures of the theoretical construct as 

envisioned.

The regression model with Task oriented coping (F=224.67; p<.01), Emotion 

oriented coping (F=176.75; p<.01) and Avoidance oriented coping (F=243.92; 

p<.01as predictors and Anxiety as the criterion emerged to be statistically significant. 

The R, R square and the change statistics are presented in Table 13 and the graphs 

depicting normality and homogeneity of regression slope are presented in Figure - 9.1 

to Figure - 11.2 respectively.

In Table - 13, the small value of Durbin-Watson statistics on CISS (E) 

indicated that successive error terms are very close in value to one another, which 

cause an alarm. But, since the Collinearity statistics of Tolerance valued 1.00 (Table -

14), the more likely is statistically significant.

The Durbin-Watson statistics and the Collinearity statistics (Table - 14) 

supported by the normality and the homogeneity of the regression slope (Figure -9.1 

to Figure -11.2 ) revealed that on scores of Anxiety with Task oriented coping as a 



predictor explain 53% of variances, Emotion oriented coping explain 47% and 

Avoidance oriented coping explain 55%.

The regression model with Frustration-Regression (F=215.41; p<.01), 

Frustration-Fixation (F=231.86; p<.01), Frustration-Resignation (F=318.48; p<.01) 

and Frustration-Aggression (F=150.97; p<.01) as predictors and Anxiety as the 

criterion emerged to be statistically significant. The R, R square and the change 

statistics are presented in Table 15 and the graphs depicting normality and 

homogeneity of regression slope are presented in Figure - 12.1 to Figure - 16.2 

respectively.

The Durbin-Watson statistics and the Collinearity statistics supported by the 

normality and the homogeneity of the regression slope revealed that on scores of 

Anxiety with Frustration-Regression as a predictor explain 52% of variances, 

Frustration-Fixation explain 54%, Frustration-Resignation explain 62%  and 

Frustration-Aggression explain 43%.

Anxiety can arise in several different situations; anxiety can be aroused by 

mild anger or hostility. Anxiety may be produced as a result of frustration of motives. 

Frustration produces anxiety in two ways. First, frustration tends to provoke 

aggression, which leads to fear of punishment for the hostility. Secondly, frustration 

can cause fear of failure, either in achieving a desirable or positive goal or in avoiding 

an undesirable or negative goal. 

The regression model with Task oriented coping (F=268.945; p<.01), Emotion 

oriented coping (F=250.161; p<.01) and Avoidance oriented coping (F=396.746; 

p<.01) as predictors and Depression as the criterion emerged to be statistically 

significant. The R, R square and the change statistics are presented in Table - 17 and 

the graphs depicting normality and homogeneity of regression slope are presented in 

Figure - 16.1 to Figure - 16.2 respectively.

In Table - 19, the small value of Durbin-Watson statistics on CISS (T) 

indicated that successive error terms are very close in value to one another, which 

cause an alarm. But since the Collinearity statistics of Tolerance valued 1.00 (Table 

18), the more likely is statistically significant.



The Durbin-Watson statistics and the Collinearity statistics supported by the 

normality and the homogeneity of the regression slope (Figures - 16.1 to 18.2) 

revealed that on scores Depression with Task oriented coping as a predictor explain 

58% of variances, Emotion oriented coping explain 56% and Avoidance oriented 

coping explain 67%.

Stress generation, Avoidance coping and Depressive Symptoms: A 10 – year 

model by Holahan et al (2011), stated that depressive symptoms operate partially 

through avoidance coping in predicting subsequent life stressors.

In studying people experiencing loss, Susan Nolan-Hoeksema and Judith 

Larson (1994) found that at each interview, people who are engaging in  more 

avoidance coping were more depressed and distressed than those who were not. 

Holahan and colleague (2005) showed that avoidant coping is positively associated 

with depressive symptoms in a ten year longitudinal study. Their study examined the 

coping styles, life stressors and depressive symptoms of 1,211 participants over a ten 

year period. Penland and friends (2000) found in their university study that 

participants experienced greater depressive symptoms when they engaged in an 

avoidant coping style such as wishful thinking. Crockett and friends (2007) study also 

revealed strong positive associations between avoidant coping and psychological 

distress. Participants were shown to have increased symptoms of anxiety and 

depression when they engaged in avoidant coping, as opposed to participants that 

engaged in problem-focused coping.  Study done by Kathryn Keyes, Betsy Bisno, 

Jean Richardson and Albert Marston (1987), showed that patients, regardless of age, 

who used more emotional discharge and more avoidance-coping strategies, had higher 

levels of depression and sickness-related dysfunction.

The regression model with Frustration-Regression (F=321.06; p<.01), 

Frustration-Fixation (F=315.31; p<.01), Frustration-Resignation (F=437.39; p<.01) 

and Frustration-Aggression (F=223.79; p<.01) as predictors and Depression as the 

criterion emerged to be statistically significant. The R, R square and the change 

statistics are presented in Table 19 and the graphs depicting normality and 

homogeneity of regression slope are presented in Figures - 19.1 to Figure -22.2 

respectively.



The Durbin-Watson statistics and the Collinearity statistics supported by the 

normality and the homogeneity of the regression slope (Figure 15.1 to 19.2 ) revealed 

that on scores of Depression with Frustration-Regression as a predictor explain 62% 

of variances, Frustration-Fixation explain 61%, Frustration-Resignation explain 69%  

and Frustration-Aggression explain 53%.

Depression is closely linked with frustration and anger. The frustrated person 

becomes more and angrier as he fails to reach his goals. If the anger does not help the 

person to succeed, then the frustration level goes even higher. A destructive cycle 

between anger and frustration continues until the person becomes worn down-

physically, emotionally and mentally. When a person reaches this point, he starts to 

give up, and his focus shift from "What can i do" to "There is nothing i can do." 

Depression is  an expression of this hopeless, helpless feeling ( Sorcha Faal, 2006)

Table - 21 shows the regression model with Task oriented coping (F=289.900; 

p<.01), Emotion oriented coping (F=235.528; p<.01) and Avoidance oriented coping 

(F=504.800; p<.01) as predictors and Somatic Concern as the criterion and the results 

emerged to be statistically significant. The R, R square and the change statistics are 

presented in Table - 21 and the graphs depicting normality and homogeneity of 

regression slope are presented in Figure - 23.1 to 25.2 respectively.

The regression model with Frustration-Regression (F=380.36; p<.01), 

Frustration-Fixation (F=393.41; p<.01), Frustration-Resignation (F=472.77; p<.01) 

and Frustration-Aggression (F=264.02; p<.01) as predictors and Somatic Concern as 

the criterion emerged to be statistically significant. The R, R square and the change 

statistics are presented in Table - 23 and the graphs depicting normality and 

homogeneity of regression slope are presented in Figure - 26.1 to Figure - 29.2 

respectively.

The Durbin-Watson statistics and the Collinearity statistics supported by the 

normality and the homogeneity of the regression slope revealed that on scores of 

Somatic Concern with Frustration-Regression as a predictor explain 66% of 

variances, Frustration-Fixation explain 66%, Frustration-Resignation explain 70%  

and Frustration-Aggression explain 57%.



Table - 25 shows the regression model with Task oriented coping (F=319.24; 

p<.01), Emotion oriented coping (F=317.43; p<.01) and Avoidance oriented coping 

(F=381.07; p<.01) as predictors and Anger-Hostility as the criterion and the results 

emerged to be statistically significant. The R, R square and the change statistics are 

presented in Table - 25 and the graphs depicting normality and homogeneity of 

regression slope are presented in Figure - 30.1 and Figure 32.2 respectively.

In Table - 25, the small value of Durbin-Watson statistics on CISS (A) 

indicated that successive error terms are very close in value to one another, which 

cause an alarm. But since the Collinearity statistics of Tolerance valued 1.00 (Table -

26), the more likely is statistically significant.

The Durbin-Watson statistics and the Collinearity statistics supported by the 

normality and the homogeneity of the regression slope revealed that on scores of 

Anger-Hostility with Task oriented coping as a predictor explained 62% of variances, 

Emotion oriented coping explained 62%, Avoidance oriented coping explain 62%.

The regression model with Frustration-Regression (F=250.12; p<.01), 

Frustration-Fixation (F=252.12; p<.01), Frustration-Resignation (F=397.86; p<.01) 

and Frustration-Agression (F=199.89; p<.01) as predictors and Anger-Hostility as the 

criterion emerged to be statistically significant. The R, R square and the change 

statistics are presented in Table 27 and the graphs depicting normality and 

homogeneity of regression slope are presented in Figure 33.1 to Figure 35.2 

respectively.

In Table -27, the small value of Durbin-Watson statistics on CISS (A) 

indicated that successive error terms are very close in value to one another, which 

cause an alarm. However, the Collinearity statistics of Tolerance valued 1.00 (Table 

28), which indicated that it is more likely that the value is statistically significant.

The Durbin-Watson statistics supported by the normality and the homogeneity 

of the regression slope revealed that on scores of Anger-Hostility with Frustration-

Regression as a predictor explain 56% of variances, Frustration-Fixation explain 56%, 

Frustration-Resignation explain 67%  and Frustration-Aggression explain 50%.

There is a “disability fatigue”, an inescapable burden that comes from living 

with a disability and needing to fight for equal opportunity, educate, explain, demand 



rights and never having a rest from the effects of the disability itself. This fatigue can 

cause us to become very frustrated, when there is no outlet for the frustration, the 

fatigue settles in on us like a heavy weight, exacerbating our sense of helplessness. 

Frustration can cause one to give up hope or turn to violence (McClosky, 1986). 

Anger is displayed by aggressive behaviour. When frustration continues, anger blends 

into a feeling of hostility toward the person causing frustration (S.Dandapani, 2000).

Frustrated person do not always respond with aggressive thoughts, words or deeds. 

They may show a wide variety of reactions, ranging from resignation, depression, and 

despair to attempts to overcome the sources of their frustration.

The regression model with Frustration-Regression (F=250.12; p<.01), 

Frustration-Fixation (F=252.12; p<.01), Frustration-Resignation (F=397.86; p<.01) 

and Frustration-Agression (F=199.89; p<.01) as predictors and Anger-Hostility as the 

criterion emerged to be statistically significant. The R, R square and the change 

statistics are presented in Table 27 and the graphs depicting normality and 

homogeneity of regression slope are presented in Figure 33.1 to Figure 35.2 

respectively.

In Table -27, the small value of Durbin-Watson statistics on CISS (A) 

indicated that successive error terms are very close in value to one another, which 

cause an alarm. However, the Collinearity statistics of Tolerance valued 1.00 (Table 

28), which indicated that it is more likely that the value is statistically significant.

The Durbin-Watson statistics supported by the normality and the homogeneity 

of the regression slope revealed that on scores of Anger-Hostility with Frustration-

Regression as a predictor explain 56% of variances, Frustration-Fixation explain 56%, 

Frustration-Resignation explain 67%  and Frustration-Aggression explain 50%.

There is a “disability fatigue”, an inescapable burden that comes from living 

with a disability and needing to fight for equal opportunity, educate, explain, demand 

rights and never having a rest from the effects of the disability itself. This fatigue can 

cause us to become very frustrated, when there is no outlet for the frustration, the 

fatigue settles in on us like a heavy weight, exacerbating our sense of helplessness. 

Frustration can cause one to give up hope or turn to violence (McClosky, 1986). 

Anger is displayed by aggressive behaviour. When frustration continues, anger blends 

into a feeling of hostility toward the person causing frustration (S.Dandapani, 2000).



Frustrated person do not always respond with aggressive thoughts, words or deeds. 

They may show a wide variety of reactions, ranging from resignation, depression, and 

despair to attempts to overcome the sources of their frustration.

The result findings of this study are summarized in the followings, in relation 

to the theoretical expectation set forth for the study. ‘Volunteer’ exhibited greater 

anxiety scores than ‘Non Volunteer’; this finding supported the theoretical 

expectation (hypothesis) No.1 set forth for the study (Insurgents may exhibit greater 

anxiety scores than Civilians). This finding is supported by one study done on male 

Australian Korean war veterans. The study compared surviving male Australian 

veterans of Korean war with similar aged Australian civilian men who were residing 

in Australia at the time of the Korean war. The study found that there exist an 

excessive level of anxiety, PTSD (Anxiety disorder) and depression among the 

veterans as compared to the civilians.  ‘Volunteer’ exhibited greater depression scores 

as compared to ‘Non Volunteer’; this finding is in conformity with the theoretical 

expectation (hypothesis) No.2 set forth for the study (Insurgents may exhibit greater 

mean scores than Civilian).  ‘Volunteer’ exhibited greater mean scores on frustration 

measures as compared with the ‘Non Volunteer’; this finding supported the 

theoretical expectation (hypothesis) No.3 set forth for the study (Insurgents may 

exhibit greater mean scores on frustration measures than Civilians.

‘Volunteer’ showed greater mean scores in task oriented and emotion oriented 

coping styles than the ‘Non Volunteer’, where as the ‘Non Volunteer’ showed greater 

mean scores on avoidance oriented coping style; this shows that the task oriented 

coping style as well as the emotion oriented coping style are more exercised by the 

‘Volunteer’ as compared to the ‘Non Volunteer’ and avoidance oriented coping styles 

is more exercised by the ‘Non Volunteer’ than the ‘Volunteer. This finding supported 

the theoretical expectation (hypothesis) No.4 set forth for the study (Insurgents are 

expected to manifest either or both of task and emotion oriented coping styles, while 

civilians are expected to manifest avoidance oriented coping styles).

Avoidance coping, such as not thinking about the problem, relying on 

externalization and wishful thinking, and  engaging in emotional discharge (e.g., 

crying, shouting) to vent negative affect (Moos, 1993) is associated with greater 

PTSD (Anxiety disorder) severity (Bryant & Harvey, 1995; Sutker et al., 1995), 



personality disorders (Vollrath, Alnaes, & Torgersen, 1998), violence risk (Kotler et 

al., 1993), hostility (McCormick & Smith, 1995), suicide (Linehan,  Chiles, Egan, 

Devine, & Laffau, 1986), and comorbid psychopathology among substance use 

patients (Mezzich, Tarter, Kirisci, Hsieh, & Grimm, 1995). For example, Fairbank, 

Hansen, and Fitterling (1991) found that former World War II prisoners of war 

(POWs) with PTSD (Anxiety disorder) reported more coping characterized by self-

isolation, wishful thinking, and self-blame than did former WWII POWs without 

PTSD (Anxiety disorder). Sutker and others (1995) also noted an association between 

avoidance coping and PTSD (Anxiety disorder) symptoms among soldiers assessed 

within one year of their return from Operation Desert Storm.

‘Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer) exhibited greater anxiety scores than 

‘Non Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer); this finding supported the theoretical 

expectation (hypothesis) No.5 set forth for the study (Bereaved insurgents and 

civilians may exhibit greater anxiety scores than Non bereaved insurgents and 

civilians counterparts). 

‘Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer) exhibited greater depression scores 

than ‘Non Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer); this finding supported the 

theoretical expectation (hypothesis) No.6 set forth for the study (Bereaved insurgents 

and civil may exhibit greater depression scores than non-bereaved insurgents and 

civilians counterparts). ‘Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer) exhibited greater 

frustration scores than ‘Non Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer); this finding is in 

conformity with the theoretical expectation (hypothesis) No.7 set forth for the study 

(Bereaved insurgents and civilians may exhibit greater mean score on frustration 

measures than non-bereaved insurgents and civilians).

‘Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer) showed greater mean scores in emotion 

oriented coping styles than ‘Non Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer), where as the 

‘Non Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer) showed greater mean scores on avoidance 

oriented coping style; this shows that the emotion oriented coping style are more 

exercised by ‘Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer) as compared to the ‘Non Fatal’ 

(Volunteer and Non Volunteer)  and avoidance oriented coping styles is more 

exercised by the ‘Non Fatal’ (Volunteer and Non Volunteer) than the ‘Volunteer. This 

finding supported the theoretical expectation (hypothesis) No.8 set forth for the study 



(Bereaved insurgents and civilians are expected to manifest emotion oriented coping 

styles, while the non-bereaved insurgents and civilians are expected to manifest 

avoidance oriented coping styles).

Even though the study of the psychological analyses of Insurgency in 

Mizoram is exploratory in nature, the finding of the present study on the whole 

provided empirical bases sufficient enough in conformity to the theoretical 

expectations set forth for conduction of the study and provided empirical background 

pertaining to the impact of insurgency on ‘Insurgents’ or ‘Volunteer’ (Fatal and Non 

fatal) and ‘Civilians’ or ‘Non Volunteer’ (Fatal and Non Fatal) on measures of the 

dependent variables, and ‘Insurgents x Civilians interaction effect.

Although, it was designed to be the systematic and authentic research, the 

present study is not free from limitation. One limitation is that, since the study try to 

extract the psychological condition that date back to more than 25 years, 

psychological changes could happen, as there is a saying that ‘time change people 

change’, psychological changes over time would changed the original feeling. 

Psychological distress such as divorce, illness, unemployment, death of family 

member etc that came in to existence after the Peace Accord can alter the 

psychological condition of the participants, which set some limitations on the study. 

Another possible limitation of the study is that since the self-report questionnaires 

were used participants’ social desirability could have influenced their reporting.

Suggestions for further research: Studies could examine whether coping styles 

change over time and also all people experience greater stress at certain points in their 

life (Wong et al., 2006). The coping literature has shown that people seek more social 

support as they grow older (Sherbourne et al., 1995) however; few studies have 

conducted longitudinal research to better understand how coping styles change and 

develop over time. Another interesting area of research to investigate is whether the 

association between coping styles and psychological distress are different across 

different ages.  Future research could also explore whether the presence of external 

stressors influences the association between coping styles and psychological distress. 
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